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Abstract
Selective recognition of metal ions is a real challenge for a large range of applications especially in sorption purposes. The 
use of ultrasound in the synthesizing and modifying of sodium alginate-based material is investigated, for enhancing the 
dispersion, degassing, crosslinking processes and enhance the homogeneity of ion imprinted polymer properties. Cobalt 
imprinted polymer was prepared using an inexpensive and simple ultrasonic-mediated polymerization process that incorpo-
rated dual functional monomers, acrylic acid, and 2-Acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid to feature a multifunctional 
of carboxylic and sulfonic groups. SEM, TGA, DTA, and EDX were used to analyze the surface morphology. FT-IR study 
confirmed that the complexation of the Co-IIP was successfully takes place. The ability of the adsorption of ion imprinted 
was optimized at pH 5. The increase of the temperature from 27 to 52 °C caused the increase in the adsorption capacity. 
Batch tests have been performed to evaluate the selectivity mechanism, and found that the prepared polymer exhibit excellent 
selectivity for Cobalt, more than nickel, and strontium at 300°K (single component) were 71, 20, and 12 mg.g−1 respectively. 
Pseudo-second-order kinetics and the Langmuir isotherm gave the most satisfactory explanation for the adsorption process. 
The prepared polymer can be reused 5 times with a very low loss in adsorption capacity. The prepared ion imprinted poly-
mer is efficiently utilized in controlling  Co2+ sorption/desorption processes, enabling its successful recovery from complex 
sample matrices for various applications especially that required separation processes.
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Introduction

Cobalt is a valuable transition metal and has widespread 
applications in various industries, such as electronics, cataly-
sis, and battery technology. Efficient extraction and separa-
tion of cobalt from the matrices are crucial for its effective 
utilization. In this regard, significant advancement in the 
formulation of novel analytical methods has resulted from 
the widespread use of chemical imprinting technology as a 
significant tool in the selective identification of a specific 
target analyte (metal ion). Ion-imprinted polymers (IPs) 
have undergone significant research and positive evaluations 
since their development [1]. Studies on ion-imprinted poly-
mers (IIPs), in which metal ions are detected with closely 
related inorganic ions, are still few. The manufacture of 

ion-imprinted adsorbents using a distinct synthetic process 
was the subject of this study, as was their use in the creation 
of solid phase identification techniques [2]. Ultrasonic waves 
play a crucial role in the preparation of co-imprinted poly-
mers (CIPs) due to their ability to enhance the efficiency of 
template removal, improve polymerization kinetics, and pro-
mote better imprinting effects. Ultrasound helps in facilitat-
ing the mass transfer of template molecules out of the poly-
mer matrix, leading to increased template binding sites and 
higher selectivity of CIPs. Additionally, ultrasonic cavitation 
promotes uniform mixing of monomers, and cross-linker, 
resulting in well-defined polymer structures and improved 
rebinding properties. This technique aids in producing CIPs 
with enhanced recognition capabilities and greater stability 
for various applications, such as separation processes.

Cold water slowly dissolves sodium alginates, creating 
a thick, colloidal solution. Alginates are frequently utilized 
in the creation of suspension and emulsion as cross-linking, 
binding, viscosity-modifying, and stabilizing agents in a dis-
persed system. Alginate has a bio adhesive quality that might 
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be advantageous in a variety of applications [3]. Studies have 
shown that alginate has the highest strength compared to poly-
mers like polystyrene, chitosan, and CMC because it has been 
claimed that polyanion polymers are more effective in adhesive 
than polycation polymers or non-ionic polymers. Alginate is 
categorized as an anionic polymer because of its carboxyl end 
groups [4]. Many grades of sodium alginates produce aqueous 
solutions with different viscosities. Alginate solutions act as 
pseudo-plastic fluid and are not Newtonian because of the dis-
persion of chain lengths. Their lower viscosity should increase 
extremely quickly with dilution when dissolved in clean water. 
To benefit from the fusion of all distinct organic materials, 
sodium alginate was chemically reacted in several investiga-
tions with other organic materials with high adsorption capa-
bilities and characterized by a variety of functional groups [5].

The creation of nanoscale materials has recently become 
dependent on the ultrasonic polymerization (USP) process. 
Greater effort is required to disperse agglomerates and resist 
bonding forces while processing nanomaterials. Ultrasound 
apparatus generally operates at frequencies in the range from 
kilohertz to gigahertz [6–9]. Cavitations are what lead to the 
desirable sonochemical effects, such as de-agglomeration, 
dispersion, de-agglomeration, homogenization and emulsifi-
cation. H and OH radicals in high concentrations are formed 
in water as a result of the enhanced attractive force within 
the solution matrix caused by ultrasonic irradiation. Cavita-
tion bubbles may develop later. The resulting cavitation bub-
ble expands after absorbing gas from the matrix, collapsing 
at its maximum size. When a monomer's double bonds are 
present in or near so-called cavitation bubbles, they rupture 
to form radicals and start the polymerization process. In the 
past few decades, materials have been reported based on 
sodium alginate with effective heavy metal ion adsorption 
capabilities were created [10]. These adsorbents do, however, 
have several evident drawbacks, including low mechanical 
strength, and challenges with solid–liquid separation. To 
create sodium alginate-based ion imprinted polymer mate-
rial with high selectivity, mechanical strength, stiffness, and 
porosity, the right technique of gamma radiation and ultra-
sonication combination must be used. In recent years, inter-
est in using ultrasound as an external stimulus to encourage 
polymerization events has grown. In this edition, the basic 
procedures that can result in the sonolysis of a solvent or 
small molecule when ultrasound is used were presented [11]. 
Special attention is devoted to the subsequently reported sys-
tems that are controlled by techniques of reversible radical 
deactivation in this detailed historical survey of the progress 
of ultrasound-assisted radical polymerization. In the present 
work, the study begins by synthesizing Co-IIPs using a tem-
plate polymerization technique, where cobalt ions serve as 
the template molecules. The resulting Co-IIPs exhibit tai-
lored recognition sites that specifically bind to cobalt ions.

Experimental

The investigations in the ongoing study utilized deoxygen-
ated double distilled water that would have been bubbled 
with pure nitrogen gas at a temperature of 80 °C as well as 
all reagents were of the highest purity.

Materials and methods

Sodium alginate (SA) (Analar grade). Cobalt chloride, N, 
N'-methylene- bis- acrylamide (MBA), and 2-Acrylamido- 
2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AMPS) were used 
without any further purification [6, 7]. Potassium 
peroxodisulphate (KPS) as redox initiator and N, N, 
N′, N′- Tetra methylene diamine (TEMED), which was 
utilized as a throttle, was purchased from Aldrich. Sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH, micro granular pure, Poland) was 
employed to neutralize the acid. HCl (37%)  HNO3. The 
chemical compositions of IIPS were determined using IR 
spectra in the 400–4000  cm−1 range and were recorded 
at room temperature on an infrared spectrophotometer 
(Vector 22, Germany). IIPS were performed to thermo 
gravimetric investigations (TG-DSC 1600 °C, Caluire, 
France) from room temperature to 600 °C at a heating rate 
of 10 °C/min and in an atmosphere of argon [12]. After 
coating the samples with gold, the morphology of each 
sample was studied using a scanning electron microscope 
(VEGA II SEM device, Czech Republic). A computerized 
atomic absorption spectrometer was used to analyze metal 
ion concentrations.

Preparation of polymer

Cross‑linking operation and chemical modification

The manufacture of sodium alginate-based adsorbents 
typically requires chemical modification, a combination 
of the high solubility and low chemical resistance, surface 
grafting and cross-linking are commonly used [13]. By 
adding particular functional groups to the surface of the 
adsorbents, Surface grafting can enhance metal capac-
ity while also enhancing sorbent selectivity. Whereas 
cross-linking significantly boosts chemical stability and 
mechanical strength by fusing two or more molecules via 
a covalent bond. Surface grafting of functional groups 
onto an adsorbent can increase selectivity for specific 
metal ions while additionally enhancing metal absorp-
tion capacity. For the crosslinking step during preparation 
process of SA-g-P(AA-co-AMPS) IIPS, MBA solution 
(0.02 wt %) were stirred in (30 mL) of distilled water and 
poured dropwise into the mixture, it is sufficient for the 
required purpose.
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Synthesis of  Co2+ ion‑imprinted polymer 
SA‑g‑P(AA‑co‑AMPS)IIPS

The co-monomers used in the synthesis of the cobalt ion-
imprinted polymer (Co-IIP) possess a strategically designed 
structure, incorporating essential functional groups to ensure 
effective cobalt ion binding and selectivity. This monomer is 
a multifunctional molecule, featuring, a sulfonic group, and a 
carboxylic group. The addition of effective co-monomers for 
sodium alginate is more suitable for practical applications such 
as the removal of heavy metals from waste streams. Sodium algi-
nate contains -COOH and -OH groups, which helps provide the 
necessary binding sites for the preparation of IIPs. The first step 
is to attempt to build an integrated IIP entity by adding more 
effective monomers being more appropriate for different applica-
tions under demanding conditions, such as a wide pH and ambi-
ent temperature [6, 7]. For this purpose, the free radical polym-
erization technique was used to prepare  Co2+ imprinted sodium 
alginate backbone SA-g-P(AA-co-AMPS)Co-IIPs according 
to the following procedure: a solution containing both AA (7.2 
wt%) and AMPS (2.8 wt %) was stirred in 10 ml double distilled 
water for later use. SA (1.3 wt %) and MBA solution (0.02 wt %) 
were stirred in (30 mL) of distilled water and poured dropwise 
into the first mixture. The total mixture was put in a covered 
beaker and using a mechanical agitator, CoCl2 (0.3 g) dissolved 
in 10 ml double distilled water was added and then exposed to 
an ultrasonic homogenizer in the ice bath for 15 min [14]. The 
N2 gas was purged into the reaction for 10 min, 0.3 wt% aque-
ous solutions for both the redox initiator system and accelerator 
AIBN, and TEMED were added dropwise to the solution mixture 
under vigorous mechanical stirring, and N2 gas as illustrated in 
Scheme 1 [9].

Thereafter ultrasonic-assisted polymerization reaction was 
carried out for 5 h, which operates at 50 Hz with a maximum 

power output of 280 W at a controlled temperature of 60 °C to 
generate radicals [15]. The prepared IIP was washed 3 times 
for each acetone and double distilled water to remove unre-
acted materials until got a neutral pH, then dried in a vacuum 
oven to constant weight and put in a dryer before use. Then 
treated with 50 mL of 2 M HCl under continuous stirring 
for 3 h duration to leach out  Co2+ ions. Thus, the imprinted 
cavity polymer as IIP was prepared and used to further the 
adsorption study. This step is to detail the specific cavity for 
the selective removal of  Co2+ ions from the aqueous medium. 
Non-imprinted polymer (NIP) was also prepared by the same 
method without the use of Cobalt ions [16].

Sorption and desorption studies

For testing the sorption and selectivity of the Co-IIP to the metal 
ions, a series of batch adsorption experiments is performed with 
the Co-IIP and pairs of  Ni3+ and  Sr2+ were extracted by 100 mg 
of Co-IIP at pH 5. The percent uptake, capacity, and distribution 
coefficient were calculated respectively by:

where (q) is the maximum capacity (mg/g),  Ci and  Ce are the 
initial and equilibrium concentrations (mg/L) of metal ion, 
respectively, m is the mass of the adsorbent used (g), and V 
is the initial volume of the aqueous solution (L). Weight to 

(1)% uptake =
(Ci − Ce)

Ci
100

(2)q(mg∕g) =

(

Ci −Ce

)

V

m

(3)Kd =
Co − Ce

Ce

×
V

m

Scheme 1  Graphical represen-
tation and imprinting mecha-
nism of Co-IIP
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volume ratios was studied by varying the volume from (0.01. 
0.05 to 0.1) litter. Batch investigations were used for the 
desorption of  Co2+ ions onto the prepared (Co-IIP), in which 
cobalt ions were pre-concentrated onto imprinted polymer 
material (IIP) and eluted by 20 mL of 2 M HCl solution at 
about 3 h stirring time. After filtering the ultimate solution, 
containing  Co2+ ions has been obtained from the Co-IIP 
[17]. The cobalt concentrations regarding the solutions were 
then determined, and the percentage of sorbed metal ions 
was calculated using Eq. (4) and represented as the amount 
of metal extraction desorption %.

Ca is the ions concentration in the aqueous phase and  Cs is 
the concentration in the solid phase which can be calculated 
from the difference between the initial and final concentra-
tions (Co—Ce).

Results and discussion

Characterization of the prepared adsorbents

FTIR analysis

According to the synthesized polymer's FTIR spectroscopy 
results, which are depicted in Fig. 1, hydrogen bonds are 
generated between the (SA) network and the linear reactive 
monomers AA-co-AMPS [6, 7]. The stretching of a C-H 
that is overlapping with a carboxylic acid's OH is respon-
sible for the wide band at 3354  cm−1. The existence of a 

(4)D% =
Ca

Cs

× 100

stretching band of C = O corresponding to carboxylic acid is 
demonstrated through the absorption band at 1680  cm−1 [4]. 
The presence of a characteristic band of stretching  NH2, at 
3208  cm−1, and 1426  cm−1 characteristic of primary amides. 
The sulfonic acid  (SO3) is asymmetric, and symmetric at 
1245 and 1076  cm−1 respectively [18].

Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

SEM analysis is conducted to examine the surface morphol-
ogy of non-imprinted (NIP), co (II) imprinted (Co-IIP), and 
leaching IIP prepared by ultrasonic homogenizer under opti-
mum conditions as shown in Fig. 2, it was reported that 
NIP's surface varied from Co-IIP and leached polymer sur-
faces [14]. The morphologies of the prepared polymers are 
typically uniform in shape without agglomeration, indicat-
ing the high efficiency of the ultrasonic effects on the final 
product Fig. 2(a) represents NIP, which shows that small 
particles with smooth surface, the image revealed an irregu-
lar shape with a rough surface possibly due to the processes 
of crosslinking and grafting [19]. Figure 2(b), represents 
"Co-IIP," and depicts the IIP's morphological analysis, the 
surface becomes rougher, making unique recognition sites 
that are comparable in size and shape in the polymeric 
matrix and the roughness increased. The cobalt ion, which 
is released from the voids in the polymer matrix [9]. The 
SEM images showed that metal template ions affected by 
absence, and presence, of co ions inside the polymer matrix 
were the major causes of the morphological variations in the 
polymer synthesis.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

An alternative kinetic model of the prepared polymer degra-
dation was created using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
and differential thermal analysis (DTA), as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. 10 °C/min of heat was applied to the produced poly-
mer. The decomposition occurs in three stages, the first of 
which occurs between (27 and 200 °C) and has an endo-
thermic peak at 149 °C and a loss weight of 5.66%. This 
weight loss may be caused by the removal of all surface 
and matrix-bound moisture in addition to any absorption 
or coordinated molecules of water out from the polymer. A 
weight loss of 35.2% is seen in the second stage from (201 
to 304 °C), which exhibits endothermic maxima at 255 °C, 
as a result of  CO2 release brought on by the dehydration of 
acrylic acid. The third stage from (304 to 552 °C), with a 
maximal endothermic peak at 516 °C, exhibits a consider-
able weight loss that ranges from 36.45%, which may be 
caused by the elimination of volatile hydrocarbon produced 
in the oxide state and small chain fragments made by chain 
scission. The process preceding the main chain scission and 

Fig. 1  FTIR spectrum of the co-ion imprinted polymer SA-g-P(AA-
co-AMPS), without template cobalt ions
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full degradation to the oxide state is what causes a weight 
loss of 6.4% in the fourth stage from (552 to 700 °C) and an 
overall weight loss of 83.72% [5].

Energy dispersive x‑ray (EDX) and mapping spectra

The Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis is a form of 
elemental analysis related to electron microscopy that relies 
on the production of distinctive X-rays to identify the elements 
contained in the prepared materials. Both semi-qualitative and 
semi-quantitative data are present at various Levels in the EDX 
analysis spectrum. As the objective is to determine if a metal 
ion is present or absent in a polymer matrix. By the examina-
tion of cobalt imprinted, non-imprinted, and leached polymers, 
EDX spectroscopic analysis was found to be quite effective. 
Three peaks at various Kevs are visible in the EDX spectrum 
of IIP, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The peaks were verified by 
comparing the Kev to be carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and cobalt. 
Cobalt ions have an additional peak in the IIP spectrum, which 
supports the successful imprinting of the  Co2+ template ion. 
Our mapping demonstrated that the Co(II) ions were initially 
present both at the surface and in the core, but at a somewhat 
lower concentration. The spectrum in Fig. 2(b) shows that the 

template is completely removed from the polymer matrix after 
treatment with acid. The morphology demonstrates that tem-
plate cobalt ions are leached, leaving behind significant voids 
that are comparable in size and shape to the template species, 
increasing the produced polymer's effectiveness towards diva-
lent ions in general and the cobalt ions in particular [16].

Applicability of polymeric resin for sorption of some 
metal ions

Optimizing weight to volume ratio for efficient adsorption

Theses process is acritical factor to control in sorption process 
and consume the polymer loss for over using dosage, which 
involves analyzing the mass of the imprinting polymer in rela-
tion to its volume. It is a crucial aspect to understand the poly-
mer properties, efficiency of binding, capacity and applications. 
A higher weight to volume ratio allows for more binding sites 
and a greater capacity to capture target ions, enhancing the 
ion imprinting polymer performance in the selective sorption 
processes. Figure 5 illustrates that the sorption efficiency and 
selectivity of IIP for  Co2+ increases as V/m increases over the 
other investigated divalent  Ni2+ and  Sr2+ ions.

Fig. 2  a and b: SEM micro-
graphs of non-imprinted (NIP) 
and SA-g-P(AA-co-AMPS)IIPS 
respectively

Fig. 3  DTA and TGA curves for 
polymer
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Effect of contact time on metal sorption

A batch equilibration approach has been used to study the 
percent uptake of the synthesized IIP towards the ions  Co2+, 
 Ni2+, and  Sr2+ individually as a function of time. According 
to (Fig. 6), as the function of time before equilibrium grew, 

the percentage of IIP uptake also increased. The highest per-
centage uptake for the examined ions was reached after 2.0 h 
[20]. The order of the highest sorption uptake has always 
been  Co2+ >  Ni2+ >  Sr2+ ions. The high percent uptake (94%) 
for  Co2+ may be attributed to the pores size made specifi-
cally for the cobalt ions in the IIP as a result of the entrance 

Fig. 4  a, b The EDX image of 
Co(II) imprinted and leached 
imprinted polymer, respectively

Fig. 5  Effect of different V/m ratios in L/g of IIP on sorption of  Co2+, 
 Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions

Fig. 6  Effect of time on the percent uptake of IIP (0.05 g resin, 10 ml, 
pH = 4.0 at 300°K)
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and leaching of the cobalt ion In addition to the active sites 
specific for cobalt ions that are visible owing to IIPs. On the 
other hand, the maximum percent uptake of  Ni2+ and  Sr2+ 
ions decreases to 45, and 27% which, illustrates the benefits 
of ion imprinted polymer and reflects a convenient uptake 
percent for cobalt ions.

The time needed to reach the adsorption equilibrium is 
essential to the adsorption process [21]. Thus, two adsorp-
tion kinetics models were employed to assess the data and 
determine the equilibrium time. The pseudo-first-order (5) and 
pseudo-second-order (5) kinetics equations are given below:

where  qe denotes the adsorption capacity and qt represents 
the adsorption capacity at the time (t) to reach equilibrium, 
whereas  k1 denotes the adsorption rate constant.  qt is adsorp-
tion capacity mg/g at a time (t) and  k2 represents the rate 
constant for pseudo-second-order Kinetics [22].

Comparing the regression coefficient values  (R2) of 
the pseudo-first- and second-order kinetics, as depicted 
in Fig. 7(a and b), respectively, it was found the pseudo-
second-order has the highest  R2 values, as listed in Table 1. 

(5)log(qe − qt)=log qe −
K
1

2.303
t

(6)
t

qt
=

1

K
2
q2
e

+
1

qe
t

Furthermore, the experimental and computed values of the 
amount sorbed are more similar.

The Elovich model has been widely used to analyze chem-
isorption kinetic data and is often valid for systems in which 
assuming that actual decent surfaces have kinetic heterogeneity 
[6, 7]. Elovich parameters and the correlation coefficient  (R2) 
values of fitting this model were calculated from the slope 
and intercept of the plots of  qt versus ln(t) (Fig. 8), and were 
showed in Table 2. This model can be expressed as follows:

where  qe = amount of adsorbate adsorbed at equilibrium 
(mg/g). β is the desorption constant (g.mg−1) during any 
experiment. α = Initial adsorption rate (mg.  g−1  min−1) The 
kinetic plots of qt versus t for studied ions sorption gives 
a linear relationship. The high correlation coefficient  (r2) 
shows the success of the elovich model. This obtained data 
declared that the obtained results from the elovich equation 
are not fit well with the experimental data with low correla-
tion coefficients  (R2).

The prediction of the rate-limiting stage is a critical 
aspect in the adsorption mechanism. The adsorption process 
governs it, which is often necessary for the design mecha-
nism. Solute transfer in a solid–liquid sorption process is 
often characterized by extrinsic mass transfer (boundary 

(7)qt =
1

�
ln(��) +

1

�
ln(t)

Fig. 7  Shows the pseudo-first- (a) and pseudo-second-order, (b) kinetics for sorption of  Co2+,  Ni2+,  Sr2+ ions. Experimental conditions: time 
(5–120 min), concentration of  Co2+,  Ni2+,  Sr2+ ions (100 mg/L), temp 300 °C, pH 4

Table 1  Kinetic parameters 
of pseudo-first- and pseudo 
second- order for the sorption of 
 Co2+,  Ni2+,  Sr2+ ions

Ions qe, exp First-order model Second-order model

(mgg−1) K1(min−1) q1(mg/g) R2 K2(g/ mg.min) q2(mg/g) R2

Co2+ 18.8 -0.039 2.932 0.997 0.006 20.000 0.999
Ni2+ 9.0 -0.013 2.098 0.990 0.009 8.620 0.992
Sr2+ 5.6 -0.041 1.823 0.995 0.015 6.134 0.998
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layer diffusion), intraparticle diffusion, or both. Fitting an 
intraparticle diffusion plot is the most often used approach 
for determining the mechanism involved in the adsorption 
process [23]. According to Weber and Morris, an intraparti-
cle diffusion coefficient  Kint is given by the equation

where  Kint is the intra-particle diffusion rate constant (mg 
 g−1  min−0.5). The plot of qt versus  t0.5 at different initial solu-
tion concentrations gives the value of  Kint and may present 
multi-linearity which indicates two or more steps occurring 
in the adsorption process. The external surface adsorption or 
immediate adsorption stage is takes place firstly. The second 
is the progressive adsorption stage when the intraparticle 
diffusion rate is regulated. The third stage is the ultimate 
equilibrium stage, in which intraparticle diffusion decreases 
due to the extremely low solute concentration in the solution. 
Table 3 shows the computed parameters. The intraparticle 
diffusion rate was determined from the slope of the gentle-
sloped region.  Kint values were greater at higher concen-
trations. The best fitting attained for the testing data with 
high regression coefficient values, suggest that intraparticle 

(8)qt = Kad t
1

2

+ C

diffusion may play a substantial role in metal adsorption 
onto adsorbent, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Effect of pH on sorption behavior

The solution's pH level plays an important role in influenc-
ing the adsorption behavior. Figure 10 depicts a typical 
relationship between metal ion uptake and solution pH. The 
sorption capacity of IIP increased as the pH value raised 
from 1.0 to 5.0 and showed up at 18.8, 9.0, and 5.6 mg  g−1 
at pH 5.0 related to 94, 45, and 38 removal % for the stud-
ied metal ions  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ respectively. This can 
be explained by the presence of a large number of hydroxyl, 
carboxyl and sulfonic function groups in the structure of 
the IIP, which, can dissociate to form carboxylate ion at 
higher pH, besides to the effect of specific recognition sites 
made specific for Co(II) ions. Even so, metal hydrolysis 
will occur at pH values greater than 5.0. Meanwhile, with 
low pH levels, the competing sorption of  H+ and metal ions 
on the same effective sorption site reduces metal uptake 
[19]. Significant change in selectivity of IIPs towards  Co2+ 
ions was observed as a function of increasing pH due to 
procedures used in the preparation process to increase the 
sorption of  Co2+ ions in the specially designated  Co2+ 

Fig. 8  Elovich plots for sorption of  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions sorbed 
onto ion-imprinted Polymer

Table 2  Kinetic parameters of the Elovich model for the sorption of 
studied ions

Ion qe, exp
(mg g−1)

β
(g mg−1)

α
(mgg−1 min−1)

R2

Co2+ 18.8 0.30 9.04 0.99
Ni2+ 9.0 0.68 2.47 0.98
Sr2+ 5.6 0.92 1.91 0.98

Table 3  Kinetic parameters of the IPD model for the sorption of stud-
ied ions

Ion qe, exp
(mgg−1)

Intra-particle diffusion equation

Kad
(mgg−1 min −1/2)

C
(mg g−1)

R2

Co2+ 18.8 1.43 8.21 0.91
Ni2+ 9.0 0.65 2.86 0.99
Sr2+ 5.6 0.47 2.22 0.93

Fig. 9  Morris–Weber kinetic graphs of  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions 
sorption on the IIP
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cavities, resulting in significant selectivity of the prepared 
IIPS towards  Co2+ ions at pH 5.0.

Effect of initial metal ions concentration and sorption isotherms

The interaction of  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions with the synthe-
sized sorbent has valuable implications for identifying the sorp-
tion mechanism [24]. The species of  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions 
on IIP surfaces are influenced not only by adsorbent charac-
teristics, but additionally by the structure of ionized species 
generated at different pH levels. The influence of metal ion 
concentration on the adsorption capacities of the prepared IIP 
for  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions on to the polymer surfaces with 
specific recognition sites has been studied at pH 5.0 to mitigate 
metal hydrolysis, in the range of 50 to 500 mg  L−1 at differ-
ent temperatures, as shown in Fig. 11. The resulting findings 
indicate that the maximal sorption capacity for  Co2+,  Ni2+, and 
 Sr2+ ions at 300  Ko was 71, 20, and 12 mg/g, respectively. As 

shown in Table 4, their sorption capabilities are significantly 
high when compared to other ion imprinted chemical sorbents.

Sorption equilibrium is usually described by an isotherm 
equation whose parameters express the surface properties 
and affinity of the prepared SA-g-P(AA-co-AMPS)IIPS. 
The association between the quantity of adsorbate on the 
adsorbent and the concentration of dissolved adsorbate in the 
liquid at equilibrium is described by an adsorption isotherm. 
Throughout this study, the sorption isotherms for the removal 
of  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ onto IIP at three distinct temperatures 
(300, 315, and 325) were investigated.

Figure 11 showed that the quantity sorbed on IIP increased 
with increasing temperatures for all ions, indicating that the 
process appeared endothermic. Langmuir and Freundlich cre-
ated models that are frequently was using to interpret experi-
mental isotherm results. These equilibrium models' equation 
parameters and accompanying thermodynamic assumptions 
frequently give some insight into the sorption mechanism and 
the surface attributes. The magnitude of the correlation coef-
ficient  (R2) for the linear regression was often used to evalu-
ate the correctness of an isotherm model's fit to experimental 
equilibrium data, i.e., the isotherm with the closest  R2 value 
to unity was regarded to give the best fit.

Sorption isotherm

Langmuir isotherm model

The Langmuir sorption isotherm model, represented in 
Fig. 12, which is predicated on idealized monolayer adsorp-
tion of the sorption surfaces, is deceptive for most real sorp-
tion systems that include fundamentally high porosity and 
functionally diverse chemicals [25]. Equation (9) provides 
the linear version of the Langmuir equation:

(9)
Ce

qe
=

1

Qob
+

1

Qo

Ce

Fig. 10  Effect of pH on the sorption of resin (0.05 g resin, 10 ml and 
time = 2 h's at 300°K)

Fig. 11  Effect of initial metal ion concentration at different temperature for a  Co2+, b  Ni2+, and c  Sr2+ ions onto (0.05  g resin, 10  ml and 
time = 2 h's at pH = 5) and different temperatures (300, 315 and 325) °K
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where  Qo, the monolayer capacity of the adsorbent (mg/g), 
b Langmuir constant (L/mg) and related to the free energy 
of sorption,  qe theoretical saturation capacity (mg/g). The 
graphic presentations of  (Ce/qe) versus  Ce give straight lines 
studied of ions sorbed onto IIP.

The numerical value of constants Qo and b evaluated 
from the slope and intercept of each plot are given in 
Table 4. The value of saturation capacity Qo corresponds 
to the monolayer coverage and defines the total capacity 
of the adsorbent for a specific metal ion.

One of the essential characteristics of the Langmuir 
model could be expressed by a dimensionless constant 
called equilibrium parameters RL

where  Co is the highest initial ion concentration (mg/L). The 
value of RL indicates the type of isotherm to be irreversible 
(RL = 0), favorable (0 < RL < 1), linear (RL = 1), or unfa-
vorable (RL > 1). All the RL values (Table 4) were found 
to be less than 1 and greater than 0 indicating the favorable 
sorption isotherms of ions.

Table 4 shows that the monolayer sorption capacity 
(Qo) values of produced IIPs towards  Co2+ ions are greater 
than those of  Ni2+ and  Sr2+ ions. The Langmuir constants 

(10)RL =
1

1 + bCo

Qo and b values for all ion sorption increased with tem-
perature. The rise in sorption capacity with temperature 
indicated that the active surface accessible for sorption 
increased with temperature.

Freundlich isotherm model

Freundlich equation is derived to model the multilayer sorp-
tion and for the sorption on heterogeneous surfaces [26]. The 
logarithmic form of the Freundlich equation is written as:

where  Kf is the constant indicative of the relative sorption 
capacity of polymer (mg/g) and 1/n is the constant indicative 
of the intensity of the sorption process. Figure 13 displays 
a graphic display of log qe vs log Ce, indicating that the 
sorption of investigated ions obeys the Freundlich isotherm 
throughout the entirety of the range of sorption concentra-
tion investigated. Table 4 also provides the quantitative 
data of the constants 1/n and Kf, which are obtained from 
the slope and intercepts that used a linear regression fit-
ting methodology. These findings indicate that the Freun-
dlich intensity constant (n) for the ions studied is greater 
than unity. This has physical implications for the essential 
features of isotherms in addition to the interaction between 

(11)log qe = log Kf + (1∕n) log Ce

Table 4  Langmuir and 
Freundlich isotherm parameters 
for the sorption of  Co2+,  Ni2+, 
and  Sr2+ ions onto IIP

Ions Tempera-
ture (K)

Langmuir model parameter Freundlich model parameter

Qo

(mg/g)
b (L/mg) R2 RL Kf (mg/g) 1/n n R2

Co2+ 300 63.2 0.06 0.98 0.02 2.77 2.49 0.97
315 66.7 0.10 0.98 0.01 2.86 2.42 0.97
325 71.4 0.16 0.98 0.01 2.69 2.25 0.96

Ni2+ 300 25.64 0.01 0.99 0.11 1.95 4.07 0.95
315 27.02 0.03 0.98 0.03 2.21 4.1 0.98
325 28.57 0.10 0.98 0.01 2.34 4.18 0.96

Sr2+ 300 16.39 0.01 0.98 0.14 0.99 2.34 0.97
315 15.87 0.01 0.98 0.06 1.08 2.49 0.97
325 20.83 0.02 0.98 0.04 1.22 2.74 0.97

Fig. 12  Langmuir isotherm plots for the sorption of a  Co2+, b  Ni2+, and c  Sr2+ ions sorbed onto IIPs at different Temperatures
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species and polymer. In this circumstance, n > 1 for all ion 
species, polymeric samples showed a rising sorption ten-
dency to rising solid phase saturation. The reason is that 
as just the surface coverage of the adsorbent increases, the 
forces of attraction between the ions species, such Vander 
Waals forces, rise exponentially than the repulsive forces, 
evidenced by short-range electronic or long-range Coulom-
bic dipole repulsion (electrostatic force), which means that 
the ions have a greater propensity to bind to the IIP.

Regeneration and reusability of Co‑IIP

The reusability and chemical stability of (Co-IIPS) are 
essential features in actual application. As shown in 
Fig. 14, a total of five adsorption–desorption experiments 
were conducted to examine the adsorption and chemical 
changes of IIPs. 100 mg of Co-IIP was used in the adsorp-
tion–desorption cycle 5 times under optimal conditions to 
evaluate its reusability, as shown in Fig. 14. The adsorp-
tion–desorption experiments were conducted with no 

notable change in adsorption capacity, which is a crucial 
characteristic from a financial perspective. Studies indicate 
that the Co-IIP can be reused in 5 adsorption–desorption 
cycles with no recognized change in the sorption capacity. 
As a result of using the prepared Co-IIP 5 times, adsorption 
capacity is reduced by about 9%.

Effect of interfering ions on IIP efficiency

The study explores potential trials to mitigate the effect 
of interfering ions. To assess the impact of interfering 
ions, a series of experiments are conducted using syn-
thetic solutions containing cobalt ions along with different 
concentrations of interfering ions. These interfering ions 
include represented heavy metal  (pb2+) and common major 
ions  (K+,  Na+,  Mg2+, and  Ca2+) found in environmen-
tal or industrial samples. The extraction efficiency and 
selectivity of Co-IIPs are evaluated un various conditions. 
To verify this assumption, solutions containing 0.1 g.L−1 
of  Co2+ ions and coexisting ions  (K+,  Na+,  Mg2+,  Ca2+ 
and  pb2+) were prepared as multicomponent system. The 
results illustrated in Table 5 shows that, monovalent ions 
have a negligible effect  (Na+,  K+), while others divalent 
ions  (Mg2+,  Ca2+ and  pb2+) have more significant effect 
that hinder cobalt sorption (less than 10%). The findings 
reveal that certain interfering ions can compete with cobalt 
ions for binding sites on the Co-IIPs, leading to reduced 
extraction efficiency and selectivity but in a very small 
percentage, which shows the efficiency of the prepared 
IIPS in selective sorption of cobalt ions.

Fig. 13  Freundlich isotherm plots for the sorption of  Co2+,  Ni2+, and  Sr2+ ions sorbed onto IIP

Fig. 14  Reusability studies of the Co-IIP in several cycles of effi-
ciency

Table 5  Effect of the interfering ions on the recovery of cobalt ions

.Interfering Ion Interfering Ion 
concentration

Co2+ Recovery

K+ 100 mg/l 94.0
Na+ 100 mg/l 93.4
Mg2+ 100 mg/l 82.2
Ca2+ 100 mg/l 80.0
pb2+ 100 mg/l 91.0
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Comparison with other adsorbents for the removal 
of  Co2+

Table 6 summarizes the selective sorption of Co-IIPS as 
compared to other adsorbents reported in the literature. It 
could be observed that Co-IIPS had a significant higher 
sorption capacity and selectivity for  Co2+ ions. By adding 
particular functional groups specially present on the surface 
of the adsorbents, surface grafting can increase the metal 
capacity and improve the selectivity of the IIP. Several inves-
tigations have shown that hydroxyl, carboxyl, and sulfonate 
groups are quite effective at binding metal ions. The sulfonic 
group's  (SO3H) polar nature enhances the affinity of binding 
cobalt ions to the polymer, through strong electrostatic inter-
actions. The carboxylic group (COOH) can participate in 
ion coordination and contribute to the overall stability of the 
cobalt ion binding sites, and enhances the polymer capac-
ity. By incorporating these functional groups, the monomer 
offers a synergistic effect, enabling the cobalt ion-imprinted 
polymer to exhibit high selectivity and affinity for cobalt 
ions. Whereas cross-linking significantly boosts chemical 
stability and mechanical strength by fusing two or more mol-
ecules via a covalent bond.

Conclusion

Ultrasound technique is used to nebulize solutions into tiny mists, 
which enhances the generation of radical species that can be incorpo‑
rated into chain‑growth radical polymerizations. In this study, SA‑g‑
P(AA‑co‑AMPS) ion imprinted polymer was effectively prepared using 
the ion‑imprinting method and ultrasonic homogenizer. The prepared 
polymer exhibits excellent selectivity for cobalt, more than nickel, and 
strontium, in addition to relative high sorption capacities 71, 20, and 
12 mg.g−1, respectively. The adsorption isotherms could be well fit‑
ted by the Langmuir equation. The adsorption capacity of CO‑IIPs is 
higher than that presented in the literature. The adsorption process 
could be best described by the second‑order equation. The results 
suggest that the adsorption behavior of  Co2+ ions on IIPs was mainly 
affected by chemical interaction rather than physical process. It can 
be concluded that IIPs is a promising adsorbents for the selective of 
cobalt ions.Funding Open access funding provided by The Science, 

Technology & Innovation Funding Authority (STDF) in cooperation 
with The Egyptian Knowledge Bank (EKB).
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